
SPONSORED CONTRACT FEATURE
Displaying a single contract, this 

high impact double page spread 
showcases members' contracting 
skills and manufacturers' products. 

It highlights how the FIS member 
supply chain works together, to create 

perfect interior solutions.

SPONSORED DEBATE 
Work in conjunction with FIS to choose 

a debate topic and guarantee your place 
at the table.

SEE OVER FOR ADVERTISING RATES AND MECHANICAL DATA...

FIS Focus, the specifying magazine of FIS, is 
distributed in June and November with Building 
magazine to its 11,500 printed circulation list. 
A digital edition also appears on the FIS website, 
promoting FIS and its members to the 
specifying community.

The June issue contains a comprehensive focus on the 
FIS Contractors Awards, and the November issue a 
review of the sector. 

This highly visual publication is read by key 
professionals throughout the building industry. 
These include architects, interior designers, main 
contractors, quantity surveyors, building surveyors, 
premises and facility managers and major clients - 
in addition to FIS member companies. Editorial is 
mainly but not exclusively concerned with the 
products and services of member companies. 
Advertising is open to all, with FIS members 

receiving a discount.
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Awards ❘ Interior Fit Out I Other

GOLD
PEXHURST SERVICES 

Project: Biscuit Factory, K Block, London

Architect: Ibbotson Architects

In this small collection of Victorian buildings 

converted for business use, Pexhurst has 

remodelled the second-storey K Block to create 

15 offices/studios of varying size. 

Pexhurst has supplied metering to each area, 

and communal kitchen and toilet areas have been 

provided. The internal walls were shot blasted to 

expose the raw brickwork and then sealed to 

create an industrial feel harking back to the 

building’s heritage. Exposed M&E services and 

epoxy flooring completed the look, complemented 

by designer lighting and underfloor heating. As well 

as the interior, K Block’s exterior has been 

renovated, along with the roof. 

All of which has impressed the judges: “Working 

to a scant design brief, all interior work had been 

sensitively executed to a high quality, ensuring the 

character of the buildings was not compromised.”

In addition, Pexhurst has restored the Mint 

Building by demolishing the 1950s façade to 

expose the original arched framework. The space 

now incorporates double-glazed openings and a 

double-height space surrounded by an open 

balustrade to provide contemporary finishes 

within the area.

Sponsored by

SAS International
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FIS ❘ Technical

G lance through interior design 
magazines these days and you could 

be forgiven for thinking that pods 
were the only way to divide up office 

space. With their designer curves and funky 

colours, pods – along with derivatives such as 

hives, booths and kiosks – shout creativity and 

contemporary styling. Pop a few on your floor 

and you instantly look modern and go-ahead.

But it is not just about the visuals. According 

to interiors consultant and furniture 
designer Hilary Birkbeck, the trend is also 

a response to changing economics and 
new patterns of work.“With office rents, especially in London, 

just getting more and more expensive,” 

says Birkbeck, “these kinds of solutions 

are helping to maximise return from space 

by making it more flexible.”He points out that the current generation of 

so-called millennial workers have iPhones and 

other devices that can be used pretty much 

anywhere. “So you find much less work happens 

at a desk – but space for a quick meeting 

remains at a premium. The question is: how do 

you provide that efficiently? It could be four 

stools round a coffee table, or a basic pod with 

four walls made from lightweight material. Or 

four walls made from glass and aluminium with 

a roof and LED lighting.”Whatever the solution, says Birkbeck, the 

key is to provide flexible space in which 

contemporary ways of working can thrive. “If 

cellular space gave way to open plan, then this 

is now being replaced by open plan with 

temporary cellular space – nomadic structures 

that people can reposition or assemble 

themselves.”
But are customers getting what they need 

from the spaces pods create? It is not a simple 

question, as client requirements vary and, as 

Birkbeck points out, there are many different 

styles of pod on the market. These range from 

simple freestanding glass boxes with no ceiling 

to sophisticated and even weatherproof 

outdoor pods with their own heating, lighting 

and ventilation.When you cost up the advantages and 

disadvantages of a basic pod versus traditional 

partitioning, a pod may seem more cost-

efficient but partitioning often works out as 
the better option. A 3m x 3m pod without a ceiling, for 

example, might cost £8,000. And while 

partitioning may initially be cheaper 
than that, because it goes flush up to the 

ceiling, lighting and ventilation 
adjustments will need to be made, 

bringing the final cost up to £9,000. 
But because it goes all the way up to 

the ceiling, partitioning gives you much better 

acoustic performance. By comparison, pods 

often need expensive sound-masking systems 

to be installed, which will bring up the cost to 

higher than that for ordinary partitioning. 

Getting it right, particularly in terms of 

Pods’ law?Are fashionable pod installations gradually taking over from 

partitioning as the office interiors stalwart? As Tony Whitehead 

reports, it’s not quite that straightforward

“Less work is at a desk but 
space for a quick meeting 
remains at a premium”

Privacy and soundproofing are 
all-important, as this pod from  

Framery proves
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FOCUS

BRIGHTEST  

AND BEST

Full details of this year’s FIS Contractors Awards 

Community: sector update, plus latest products

Technical: heritage plasterwork; pods v partitions

Training: FIS help to get the right CSCS card 

Interview: Helen Bunch, Wates Smartspace

THE VOICE OF THE FINISHES AND INTERIORS SECTOR 

JUNE 2015



MECHANICAL DATA

CRITICAL DATA

Circulation is 12,000 copies per issue (11,500 
circulated with Building magazine). This represents 
professionals throughout the building industry including 
major specifiers such as architects, main contractors, 
quantity surveyors and building surveyors - in addition 
to FIS member companies. A digital edition also 
appears on the FIS website.

Format A4 full colour
Frequency published June and November
Copy date four weeks before publication date
Cancellation six weeks before publication date

FILE REQUIREMENTS
• Press-ready PDF files
• All images to be around 300dpi
• Colours to be in CMYK colour space. RGB and spot  
 colours should NOT be used.

SEND FILES TO...
clairmooney@thefis.org

Extra charges may be levied if the supplied artwork 
is not to specification, files are missing or 
incomplete, font information is missing or other 
errors are encountered.

CONTACT
Clair Mooney 
FIS Marketing Administrator 
0121 707 0077
clairmooney@thefis.org

ADVERTISING RATES

Advert size artwork area trim external bleed

A Double page  
     spread

396mm wide
271mm high

420mm wide
297mm high

426mm wide
303mm high

In your design, allow for a 10mm 'dead area' down the vertical centre of the spread

B Full page
186mm wide
271mm high

210mm wide
297mm high

216mm wide
303mm high

C Half page
186mm wide 
122mm high

N/A N/A

D Quarter page
91mm wide
122mm high

N/A N/A

Advert size FIS members* Cost others

Double page spread £2,850 £3,550

Full page £1,750 £2,200

Half page £1,100 £1,400

Quarter page £700 £850

Special positions FIS members* Cost others

Inside front cover £1,850 N/A

Inside back cover £1,750 N/A

Outside back cover £1,800 N/A

Sponsored contract feature £2,250 N/A

Sponsored debate £1,200 
+ hosting costs N/A

Discounts: 10% for two consecutive issues and 15% for four. 
Multiple booking discounts are subject to pre-payment. They will be 
invoiced on a single invoice at the time of booking – payment terms 
30 days. There are no discounts for agency bookings. All rates are 
subject to VAT.

* Subject to adverts carrying the appropriate FIS member logo.
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FIS 
Olton Bridge, 245 Warwick Road 
Solihull, West Midlands B92 7AH
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